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Welcome and introductions
Dr Mark Browne, OFMDFM
Patricia McIntyre, OFMDFM
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Collaborative Design Seminar
Progress to Date
Patricia McIntyre, OFMDFM
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Victims & Survivors Collaborative Design
Approach
Victims Sector
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Collaborative Design Programme
Progress to date:
 Collaborative Design Programme
 Mental Trauma Services
 Peace IV
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Collaborative Design Programme
PROGRESS TO DATE
Provision of services by
groups (VSP)

• Positive relationship building
• Significant engagement
• Development of standardised monitoring and
evaluation tools and systems

Provision of Services for
Individuals (INP)

• Funding sustained – working towards a three year
funding cycle for April 2017
• Piloting of new approaches - Personalised approach
flexibility

Provision of trauma
related services

• Developing capacity within the sector
• Mental Trauma Services
• PEACE IV
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Mental Trauma Services
 Background
 Progress to date
 Model Aims / Objectives
 Next Steps – Partnership Agreement
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PEACE IV
(2014-2020)
Victims and Survivors Element
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PEACE IV
 The PEACE IV 2014-2020 Operational Programme
received Executive approval prior to submission to
the European Commission in September 2015.
 EU formal adoption of Programme – 30 November
2015.
 Official launch of the PEACE IV Programme took
place on 22 January 2016 at Skainos Centre, Belfast
 Funded through The European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF)
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PEACE IV
 Victims element falls under Objective 3: Shared
Spaces & Services.
 €17.6m has been allocated to the Victims and
Survivors element.
 PEACE IV is a cross-border programme and all
projects will be funded on a cross-border basis.
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Themes
 Theme 1: Capacity Building
 Training and Development Programme
 Development of Resilience Programme
 Advocacy Support Programme
 Qualified Assessor Programme

 Theme 2: Research and Development
 Theme 3: Regulation
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Lead Partner
 The Victims and Survivors Service (VSS) has been
nominated to act as lead partner for the victims and
survivors element of the PEACE IV programme.
 This has the added advantage of a centralised
repository for available funding being distributed to
Victims Groups for mental health and well-being.
 VSS already operates on a cross-border basis.
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Collaborative Design Programme
Personalised Budget Pilot Evaluation
John Beggs
Commission for Victims and Survivors
17-19 February 2016
Address:
Equality House
7-9 Shaftesbury Square
Belfast
BT2 7DP

Tel: 028 9031 1000
Email: commission@cvsni.org
Web: www.cvsni.org
Twitter: @nivictimscom
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Background
• Independent Assessment in 2014 recommended that the VSS
offer a streamlined less intrusive needs assessment process
• Originates from INP Recommendations to pilot Personalised
Budget and Caseworker Approach
• Pilot initiated by VSS in July 2015 and will conclude in March
2016
• PACEC commissioned to undertake Evaluation of Personalised
Budget Pilot and reported back at end January 2016
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PACEC Terms of Reference
•

Evaluate the operation of the pilot in terms of service user experience

•

Assess the effectiveness & appropriateness of the new Individual Needs
Consultation process in the administration of the Personalised Budget

•

Examine the use of Case Workers in supporting individuals throughout the
process

•

Assess the extent to which the Personalised Budget Pilot adheres to guiding
principles;
 Victim-centred
 Open & Transparent
 Fit for Purpose
 Simplicity
 Sufficiency
 Control
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PACEC Terms of Reference ctd..
•Conduct a cost-benefit analysis of the Pilot
and projected costs going forward
•Consideration of the costs associated with
administering a Resource Allocation System
•Identification of urgent needs and any gaps in
current service provision
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Concept of Personalised Budgets
• In operation in local authorities in England for 20 years
• Suggested as a means of giving individuals greater choice, flexibility &
control over their allocation of funding
• Commission study visit to Warrington in March 2015
• Initial Commission advice for Pilot Study constrained to ‘Process only’
• INP Funding already determined so unable to assess Resource Allocation
System
• Timescale for evaluation also limited extent of outcome measurement
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Methodology
• Review of operational data/information:
 Analysis of management and administration, finance, resources,
monitoring and evaluation and operational-level details
 Consider the throughput and profile of all INP 2015-16 beneficiaries
 Comparison to the Pilot participants’ profile to ensure representative
• Consultation with individual Victims and Survivors:





survey with 111 Pilot participants
initial interview with 20 Pilot participants
follow-up survey with the same sample of 111 Pilot participants
follow-up in-depth interview with the same 20 Pilot participants.
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Methodology ctd…
•

Stakeholder consultations
 Interviews with a range of strategic and operational

stakeholder groups
 OFMDFM CVS
 The Victims Forum
 Health and Social Care Board
 VSS staff
 VSP Group Case Workers

•

Analysis and reporting
 Data from each of the preceding stages has been

analysed to address the objectives set in the Terms of
Reference.
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Overview Pilot Participation
• 410 Pilot Participants (321 VSS / 89 Groups)
• 18 Caseworks selected (16 Groups / 2 VSS)
• 111 Individuals surveyed and 20 in-depth
interviews
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Pilot participants by Grouping and Gender
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Pilot participants by Grouping and Age
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Pre and Post Evaluation Outcomes
Health and
Wellbeing

Pre

Post

Variance

Improved Health and Wellbeing

36%

60%

24%

Improved Confidence and Self-esteem

14%

19%

5%

9%

8%

-1%

11%

12%

2%

9%

15%

5%

11%

11%

0%

8%

7%

-1%

7%

8%

1%

5%

5%

1%

Improved Financial Support

92%

87%

-5%

Greater sense of responsibility and
independence in addressing practical
needs

92%

95%

3%

1%

1%

0%

Improved Motivation/Aspiration
Positive Attitude/confidence in the future
Increased Mobility
Increased Assistance In Coping with an
injury
Improved Social Interaction

Social Support

Increased
Skills

Communication

and

Improved
Integration/taking
community activity

Financial Support

Social

part

in

Truth Justice and
Acknowledgement

Improved experience of dealing
unresolved troubles-related issues

Transgenerational

Improved relationships with family

1%

1%

0%

Welfare Support

Improved
system

6%

7%

1%

2%

2%

-1%

Increase in new opportunities

4%

1%

-3%

Being Valued

5%

2%

-4%

Personal and
Professional
Development

awareness

Increase in
opportunities

access

of

to

the

with

benefits

mainstream
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Anticipated vs Actual outcomes
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Comparison of Pilot to INP (2014-15)
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Conclusions
The overall findings suggest that Pilot has been successful
in meeting both the expectations of service users and the
guiding principles set:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Victim-centred;
Openness and Transparency;
Fit for Purpose;
Simplicity;
Sufficiency; and
Control.
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Conclusions ctd…
Pilot participants provided positive feedback on all three aspects of the Pilot:
• The Case Worker approach and the support received:
 90% agreed that having a dedicated Case Worker was better than the
INP approach; and
 Of those who had follow-up contact with their Case Worker (i.e. other
than the initial survey), all were satisfied with the support received.
• The assessment of their needs through the Individual Needs Consultation:
 The vast majority were satisfied with the assessment process and the
questions asked to determine needs (31% very satisfied, 62%
satisfied); and
 Over three quarters (79%) of individuals were also in agreement that
the assessment process used in the Pilot was more effective in
identifying their needs than in the INP.
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Conclusions ctd…
• The personalised budget approach and the flexibility this
offered:
 To have more choice in the type of support received
(86%);
 To be more independent (54%);
 To have more control over the type of support received
(49%); and
 They felt they couldn’t get the type of support they
needed through the INP (26%).
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Recommendations
Recommendation 1:
PACEC recommend that OFMDFM, CVS and VSS
conduct further research into the costs of
implementing the approach whereby all Client
Groups receive an annual payment of £500 and
those with more complex needs are offered the
opportunity to receive additional support through
a personalised budget approach.
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Recommendations
Recommendation 2:
PACEC recommend that VSS develop a full list of
skills required by a Case Worker to support
individuals with the most complex needs. This is
to be reflected in the Case Worker job description
and will used in the recruitment of any new Case
Workers.
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Recommendations
Recommendation 3:
PACEC recommend that all Case Workers should
be employed by the VSS. Case Workers may be
placed in Groups in order to be more
geographically accessible to clients, but they will
remain separate and independent to the Group in
order to overcome any potential conflict of
interest.
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Recommendations
Recommendation 4:
PACEC recommend that the assessment process
(conducted by a Case Worker) acts as the initial
screening stage to prioritise individuals presenting
with complex needs. These individuals will be
triaged into groups – those whose needs can be
addressed by Case Workers and those with the
greatest level of need referred into health and
social care services.
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Recommendations
Recommendation 5:
PACEC recommend that the collated INC data
gathered through the Pilot is used as the baseline
to develop an initial RAS. This RAS should be
tested with a cohort of INP (2016-17)
beneficiaries.
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Next Steps
• PACEC’s recommendations should be considered in 2016/17
and will inform future Policy advice for the service delivery
model over the period 2017-2020
• Careful consideration of the applicability of these INP
recommendations to VSP required
• Strategic alignment with other emerging developments
including mental health trauma service and Peace IV
themes
• OFMDFM, CVS and VSS to progress future engagement on
these issues as part of ongoing Collaborative Design process
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THANK YOU FOR LISTENING
John Beggs
Commission for Victims and Survivors
17- 19 February 2016
Address:
Equality House
7-9 Shaftesbury Square
Belfast
BT2 7DP

Tel: 028 9031 1000
Email: commission@cvsni.org
Web: www.cvsni.org
Twitter: @nivictimscom
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Collaborative Design Programme
Stakeholder Engagement Seminars
Margaret Bateson
Interim CEO
17-19 February 2016
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SECTION 1: VSS 2016/17
Margaret Bateson
Interim CEO
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Our Board

Standing, L to R: Richard Solomon, Oliver Wilkinson (Chair), Bertha McDougall,
Seamus Magee, Stephen McIlveen
Seated, L to R: Beverley Clarke, Patricia Haren
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Our VISION and MISSION
OUR VISION
To improve the health and well being of victims and survivors

OUR MISSION
We work to ensure that victims and survivors, and the wider
community, are aware of the VSS
We work to support victims and survivors to access quality
services
We listen to and learn from victims and survivors and others
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Our VALUES
OUR VALUES
TRUST
Working confidentially, impartially and respectfully with victims
and survivors and others to develop and sustain an open and
honest relationship
UNDERSTANDING
Listening to and learning from victims and survivors and others
RESPONSIVE
Continually developing our people and services through growth and
innovation
ACCOUNTABLE
Applying good corporate and clinical governance to all that we do
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Our
Corporate
Objectives
2016/17

CUSTOMERS & STAKEHOLDERS
To ensure victims and survivors
and their representatives have
access to clear information and
quality services within allocated
resources.
To engage with stakeholders to
ensure a co-ordinated approach
to meeting the needs of the
victims and survivors sector.

INTERNAL BUSINESS
PROCESSES
To ensure that the work of
the VSS is guided by high
quality corporate and clinical
governance.

FINANCIAL
To ensure sound financial
management and controls
are in place and provide
value for money.

LEARNING, GROWING,
INNOVATING
To listen to victims and
survivors, staff, and others
to continually develop and
improve service provision.
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Key Priorities - VSP
STRATEGIC
ALLOCATION

PARTNERSHIP &
COLLABORATION

MONITORING &
EVALUATION

VSP
12 RECOMMENDATIONS
7 KEY AREAS

LONG TERM
SUSTAINABILITY

MIS

ELIGIBILITY

EVIDENCE
BASED
PRACTICE
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Key Priorities - INP
MIS

MANAGING
CLIENT
EXPECTATIONS

ELIGIBILITY

SERVICE
DELIVERY

INP
13 RECOMMENDATIONS
6 KEY AREAS

MONITORING &
EVALUATION

STRATEGIC ALLOCATION
BASED ON NEEDS
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SECTION 2: PEACE IV
Margaret Bateson
Interim CEO
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PEACE IV 2014-2020
• Adopted by the European Commission (EC) on 30 November 2015.
VSS has been nominated as Lead Partner.
• Four key priority areas:
– Specific Objective 1: Shared Education
– Specific Objective 2: Children and Young People
– Specific Objective 3: Shared Spaces & Services
– Specific Objective 4: Building Positive Relations
• Victims and Survivors Element falls under Specific Objective 3:
Shared Spaces & Services.
• Total value: €17.6m
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PEACE IV: Victims & Survivors Element
OVERARCHING THEME
HEALTH & WELLBEING
OUTPUTS
6,300 individuals to receive advocacy support
11,350 individuals to receive assessment, case work support and resilience support
ACTIONS
Advocacy support to include practical support for victims and survivors engaging with
institutions, historical process and enquiries
Development of qualified assessors, health and well-being case workers to identify and address
the needs of victims and survivors
A resilience programme to address the individual needs of victims and survivors, including level
one and level two mental health interventions
Development of the capacity of the sector through training and development (to meet national
and regional standards), research and improved regulation
CVS has initiated the following research:
Advocacy Research Project - Resilience Research Project - Standards Project
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Indicative Timeframe:
Actions
30 Nov 2015

PEACE IV Programme approved by the EU Commission

Spring 2016

SEUPB to hold inaugural Programme Monitoring Committee meeting
which will approve the order of calls for applications –this has not yet
taken place.

Spring 2016

Preparatory work and engagement.
CVS to provide Policy Framework for the Programme.
VSS, as nominated lead partner, to submit ‘Stage 1 Application’ to
SEUPB (Closed Call)
SEUPB Steering Committee to meet to score the Stage 1 Application.

Early summer
2016

If Stage 1 Application is successful, SEUPB will call on VSS to submit a
detailed Stage 2 Application

Summer 2016

Preparation/submission of Stage 2 Application.

Autumn 2016

SEUPB Steering Committee advise VSS if their application has been
successful.

Autumn/
Winter 2016

VSS aims to open a call for applications for PEACE IV projects.
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Collaborative Design Seminar
Key Note Speaker
Denise Wright
Race Relations Coordinator/Manager
South Belfast Roundtable
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Syrian Vulnerable Persons
Relocation Scheme

From Co-design to Co-delivery
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Routes to Asylum in the UK
There are 3 ways to gain protection in the UK
•Arrive as an individual or family and apply for asylum
•Programme /resettlement refugees: via UK Gateway
Programme
• The Syrian Vulnerable Persons Relocation (SVPR) Scheme
Potentially a 3 tier system – either we say its unjust and opt out
or we use benefits which are gained for one group as leverage
to ensure that others can benefit too in the longer term
It may mean being unpopular or misunderstood.
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Facts and figures
12 months to March 15 - 206 asylum applications in NI
Approximately 600 people living in asylum
support accommodation in NI
Of 207 decisions given 66 (32%) given refugee status another
12 (6%) being given other status
The main source countries were China, Somalia, Sudan, Syria
Pakistan and Iran
Estimates suggest there are 200 – 300 new refugees in
Northern Ireland each year, including family members
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Refugees (and those under humanitarian protection)
People who have been granted permission by the Home Office to stay in the
UK because of a well-founded fear of persecution due to race, religion,
nationality, political opinion or membership of a social group
They have similar rights to anyone; they can work, access benefits, and move
around the UK
They can also apply to reunite with their immediate family
They generally have the ability to apply for full settlement if they still can’t get
home after five years, but immigration legislation changes rapidly, and five
years is a long time
Most suffer hardship once granted their status and some even become
destitute
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Scale of Humanitarian Crisis
13.5 million people in need of
humanitarian assistance in Syria (Oct
2015)
6.5 million of those in need in Syria
are internally displaced (Oct 2015)
4.59 million Syrian refugees in
neighbouring countries (Jan 2016)
8.1 million children in need of which
2.1 million are refugees (Oct 2015)
Over 250,000 people killed as a result
of the conflict (Oct 2015)
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Prime Minister - 7 September
2015
“Given the scale of the crisis and the suffering of the Syrian
people, it is right that we should do much more. We are
proposing that Britain should resettle up to 20,000 Syrian
refugees over the rest of this Parliament. In doing so, we will
continue to show the world that this is a country of
extraordinary compassion, always standing up for our values
and helping those in need.”
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Vulnerable Persons Relocation Scheme
• Resettling displaced Syrians living in UN High Commission for
Refugees camps in countries surrounding Syria
• Prioritising those who cannot be supported effectively in their
region of origin:
• women and children at risk
• people in severe need of medical care
• survivors of torture and violence, amongst others
• A series of robust identification, security and medical checks
are carried out prior to arrival
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Deputy First Minister - 5
October 2015
“Under the Syrian vulnerable persons relocation
scheme, we propose to welcome between 50 and
100 refugees by December, with the expectation
that further groups will arrive on a phased basis.”
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A Partnership Approach
MINISTERIAL COMMITMENT

STRATEGIC GROUP
OFMDFM led
Executive Departments, PSNI, Home Office

OPERATIONAL GROUP
DSD led
Operational Departments/Agencies, Expert NGOs
and Practitioners

Advise Ministers
on the response
and consider the
strategic issues
and local
implications.
Consider and
address the
practical steps
to meet
refugee needs.
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Coordination and Working
Together
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OFMDFM
DSD
DHSSPS
DFP
DEL
Education Authority
Health Trust
PSNI
NI Housing Executive
Home Office
Social Security Agency

• Councils
• Public Health Agency
• Refugee and Asylum
Forum
• Bryson Intercultural
• Law Centre
• NICRAS
• South Belfast Roundtable
• Red Cross
• Barnardo’s
• Extern
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Delivery Consortium Community Voluntary Sector
•Bryson Intercultural – coordination
•Law Centre
•British Red Cross
•Save the Children
•Refugee and Asylum Forum
•Barnardos
•Extern
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Refugees Arrive
51 individuals – 10 families - children
• Arrival on charter flights - met at
airport
• 3 - 4 days in a welcome centre
• Orientation briefings and activities
• Access to services e.g. health care,
GPs, biometric identification
• Settlement into private rental
accommodation
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Refugees Arrive
“I have no doubt the people of
Northern Ireland will extend a very
warm hand of friendship, charity and
generosity to our new friends and
families” (Peter Robinson)
“One of the things we have seen is an
overwhelming sense of people in the
general community saying 'what can
we do?‘”(Support Worker)
“It was an emotional day and it was a
tiring day but the overwhelming sense
I had coming away was a sense of
gratitude from them and that a weight
had kind of been lifted off their
shoulders” (Red Cross Worker)
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There was significant risk of creating a 2 tier system
-so the Refugee and Asylum Forum prepared 5 asks as we
engaged in the co design process for the Syrian VPRS
•STOP DESTITUTION
•ASK THE EXPERTS - Consult with the refugee sector
•FINANCIAL HELP - Long term support for refugee integration
•ENGLISH CLASSES - Free English classes for all refugees
•REFUGEE INTEGRATION STRATEGY - to coordinate support
Did it work?
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Key Learning
• Government must be about building relationships
• Agencies must be about building relationships
• The need for ongoing, genuine, two-way communication
• The value of involving experts at an early stage
• Early and ongoing identification and resolution of difficulties
• The importance of honesty, trust and goodwill
• Clear allocation of tasks and accountability
• Importance of putting aside self interest to focus on the end goal
• Managed risk taking
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Next Steps and Closing Remarks
 We are very conscious that this is a very busy time
for many of you with a number of events /
conferences taking place over the next couple of
months on top of maintaining busy front line
services.
 We will continue with our engagement across the
Victims Sector to help inform this ongoing
collaborative programme of work.
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